Jakarta EE Spec Committee - April 21st, 2021

Attendees (present in bold):

Kenji Kazumura - Fujitsu
Dan Bandera - IBM - Kevin Sutter, Tom Watson
Ed Bratt - Oracle - Dmitry Kornilov
Andrew Pielage - Payara - Matt Gill
Scott Stark - Red Hat - Mark Little, Scott Marlow
David Blevins - Tomitribe - Jean-Louis Monteiro, Cesar Hernandez
Ivar Grimstad - PMC Representative
Marcelo Ancelmo - Participant Member - Martijn Verburg
Werner Keil - Committer Member
Jun Qian - Primeton - Enterprise Member

Eclipse Foundation: Tanja Obradovic, Paul Buck (chair)

Past business / action items:

- Approval is requested for the meeting minutes from the April 7th meeting as drafted - Approved.

Agenda:

- Jakarta EE charter Specification Committee Composition - The Committee elects a chair who reports to the Steering Committee. This chair is elected among the members of the Committee. They will serve from April 1 to March 31 of each calendar year, or until their successor is elected and qualified, or as otherwise provided for in this Charter.
  - Question: Are there any objections to the current Spec Committee chair continuing to serve the committee as their non-voting chair for another term? Item to remain open until the next meeting which is on May the 5th.
- Ongoing tracking spreadsheet of individual specs progress through the JESP
  - Jakarta EE 9.1 Plan Review ballot complete and approved
    - Release Review targeted for April 30th
  - Jakarta EE 10 Plan Review PRs - Candidate specifications
    - https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/pulls
- Updating the specification pages for the Service Releases [Ed]
  - See email from Ed Bratt time stamped Apr 19, 2021, 3:03 PM EST
  - Proposal, for example for the Connector Spec., applies to all approved TCKs
    - Jakarta Connectors 2.0 TCK (sig, sha, pub)
- 2.0.1 TCK for JDK 8 or JDK 11[added] (sig, sha, pub)
  - Any objections to this proposal? No objection, proposal accepted.
  Ed created this PR to update spec pages for EE 9.1
    https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/pull/371
- Continued from April 7th call - The Platform and Web Profile specifications pages, in previous discussions the Specification Committee decided to not list “other/additional” compatible implementations of the Platform or Web Profile specifications, a link will be added to these two spec project pages to the Jakarta EE Compatible Products page.
  - Kevin proposed the changes to the Platform and Web Profile spec pages, refer to https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/pull/350
    Pages have been updated.